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Hugs And Kisses (Bright Baby
Touch And Feel)
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Perfect Pets, from
bestselling children's book author Roger Priddy, is the
ideal book for little hands to explore touch and
sensations. - Ideal for babies and toddlers - Touch and
feel elements - Fun rhyming text
"WITH A DOSE OF FAMILY CUDDLES...", said Baby
Giraffe, "...YOU SAY GOODBYE TO ALL YOUR
TROUBLES!" Is there anything more important for kids
than feeling the love of their parents? Join Baby Giraffe
s friends in this new beautiful book about family love
and care! The little ones will have a great time
following forest dwellers around this sweet and funny
story and they will meet Baby Giraffe s loving family.
This book is specially thought for 2-3 year old, but
anyone who likes a good snuggle will love it! As
always, it is full of incredible colorful illustrations and
funny, bright rhymes. In this edition, Baby Giraffe s
friends are having an amazing time with their families
as they receive a good share of hugs and kisses. My
book about hugs and kisses was inspired by Sue
Gerhardt. In her book ""Why Love Matters"", he
suggests the following benefits of hugs and kisses: Kissing your baby can help strengthen their immune
system - Affection can raise your baby's IQ and overall
intelligence - Loving your baby and showing it through
touches or by responding to baby's signals help its
brain mature without letting it get stressed out. - Your
little human feels secured, and it enables the brain to
develop in various aspects. - Your baby develops a
robust stress response. - You help your baby to hold
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more information in the prefrontal cortex, learn
restraint over impulses, and help to adjust in social
relationships. - Kissing helps your little one get
exposed to positive experiences of love. Join them in
this new adventure and have a good cuddle while doing
so! Don t miss out, Baby Giraffe s and her friends
are waiting for you!
How many whiskers does the cat have? How about the
crocodile’s teeth, or the octopus’s arms? With vivid
colours and energetic kid-friendly animal illustrations,
this concept book doubles up the learning opportunities
by including numbers and descriptive words matched to
Dutch artist Mies van Hout’s striking art. Little ones
can count the fish’s stripes and the monkey’s fingers,
or learn the letters in words such as whiskers, wings,
and ears. Rendered in bold hues that appeal to babies
and pre-schoolers alike, this sturdy counting book will
be a reading-time favourite.
Li-Li dislikes hugs and kisses. However, her
grandparents, who live far away, love to hug and kiss
her. How can she make them understand that hugs and
kisses are upsetting to her?
A Book of Hugs
No Kiss - No Hug
How Many Kisses?
10 Hugs and Kisses
How Your Baby Learns to Love: Your Baby Learns to
Be Affectionate When He Feels Your Love for Him.
Hugs and Kisses Baby Books for 3 Year Old
Explore the fun of faces with this adorable board book
for babies! A sweet and simple board book to help babies
grow, learn, and laugh as they discover all the wonderful
parts that make up a face. Simple, joyful text and
adorable illustrations make this book perfect for babies
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and parents to share moments together, page by page. •
Ideal book for early infant development of motor skills,
emotional awareness, and shape recognition • Perfect
baby shower gift • Featuring a wonderful cast of animal
characters that toddlers will love Fans of Look at Me! and
My First I See You: A Mirror Book will find Smile Baby!'s
winning combination of art and text a perfect bedtime or
anytime read. • For ages 0–3 • New baby gift • Books for
baby development
How Many Kisses? begins by inviting the reader to give
one kiss to the cat, two kisses to the dogs, three kisses
to the flowers and so on, following a classic counting
technique until readers reach the number ten. The book
then takes wild jumps up to seventeen, sixty-four, 823,
and finally 'millions', prompting a riotous explosion of
kisses from the reader. By encouraging the child to
interact physically with the book, each reading becomes
like a game that celebrates all the things in a child's life
that they love, while familiarizing them with numbers and
counting. The unique twist in the counting narrative
gives physical expression to numbers too large for
younger children to quantify, while inspiring an
enjoyment of counting.
Describes a variety of hugs, including people hugs,
blanket hugs, and birthday hugs, and presents facts and
hints about hugs.
Bright Baby Touch and Feel Hugs and KissesMacmillan
Baby Love
1-2-3, You Love Me
All Kinds of Kisses
With Audio Recording
A Hug and a Kiss is Every Baby's Bliss
Illustrations and brief text show many different ways to hug.
How many kisses does aPage
tired
baby need before they say
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goodnight? Find out in this adorable kiss-and-count concept
book from Karen Katz! Count and kiss along with this lift-theflap bedtime book, from children’s book legend, Karen Katz!
From tiny ants to enormous elephants, there’s a kiss for
everyone in this warm and cozy feel-good story. Includes
audio! Find out if worms kiss underground, with the soil all
around, or if fish kiss with a splash and a splish in this eBook
with audio. With an irresistible text that begs to be read aloud
and adorable illustrations, parents and grandparents will love
sharing this collection of affection with the youngest of
readers.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her to speak for the first
time.
How Your Baby Learns to Love: Your Baby Learns to be
Affectionate when He Feels Your Love for Him. Hugs and
Kisses Baby Books for 3 Year Old. Large Print
Hug Kiss Love
Besos for Baby
Big Hugs, Little Hugs

Love bugs, bunnies, and penguins show their love
for each other. On board pages.
Who have YOU hugged today? Open your arms to
this delightfully tender, goofy, and sweet book from
Scott Campbell. Watch out world, here he comes!
The Hug Machine! Whether you are big, or small, or
square, or long, or spikey, or soft, no one can resist
his unbelievable hugs! HUG ACCOMPLISHED! This
endearing story encourages a warm, caring, and
buoyantly affectionate approach to life. Everyone
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deserves a hug̶and this book!
"WITH A GOOD SHARE OF FAMILY CUDDLES...,"
said Baby Giraffe, ..".YOU SAY GOODBYE TO ALL
YOUR TROUBLES!" Is there anything more
important for kids than feeling the love of their
parents? Join Baby Giraffe ́s friends in this new
beautiful book about family love and care! The little
ones will have a great time following forest dwellers
around this sweet and funny story and they will
meet Baby Giraffe ́s loving family. This book is
specially thought for 2-3 year old, but anyone who
likes a good snuggle will love it! As always, it is full
of incredible colorful illustrations and funny, bright
rhymes. In this edition, Baby Giraffe ́s friends are
having an amazing time with their families as they
receive a good share of hugs and kisses. My book
about hugs and kisses was inspired by Sue Gerhardt.
In her book "Why Love Matters," he suggests the
following benefits of hugs and kisses: -Kissing your
baby can help strengthen their immune system
-Affection can raise your baby's IQ and overall
intelligence -Loving your baby and showing it
through touches or by responding to baby's signals
help its brain mature without letting it get stressed
out. -Your little human feels secured, and it enables
the brain to develop in various aspects. -Your baby
develops a robust stress response. -You help your
baby to hold more information in the prefrontal
cortex, learn restraint over impulses, and help to
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adjust in social relationships. -Kissing helps your
little one get exposed to positive experiences of
love. Join them in this new adventure and have a
good cuddle while doing so! Don ́t miss out, Baby
Giraffe ́s and her friends are waiting for you!
How many daddy hugs does it take to say I love
you? Cuddle and count with this hug & read book!
My First Book of Baby Animals (National Wildlife
Federation)
Abrazos y besos
Grandma Kisses and Hugs
Hugs and Kisses
From One to Ten
There are children who, at heart, enjoy a
solid bear hug, and there are many who don't
-- and that's okay. Love and affection can be
shown in many ways! In this sweet book,
diverse children share different ways they
feel comfortable being greeted by new and
familiar friendly faces. Author Judi
Moreillon's simple, powerful words describe
the many ways a person can show they care,
highlighting the importance of empathy and
consent. Estelle Corke's illustrations
capture the warm feelings of greeting a
friend. For special use with children on the
autism spectrum or with touch sensitivity,
Please Don't Give Me a Hug! has an
encouraging emphasis on social--emotional
development that instills confidence in
children encountering unfamiliar or scary
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social situations.
From the bestselling creator of The Biggest
Kiss comes a delightful board book filled
with snow and snuggles! Snow is falling!
Winter is here! Let’s all give a snowflake
cheer! This sweet story that’s filled with
darling animals and irresistible text that
begs to be read aloud is the perfect way to
celebrate the wonders of winter while cuddled
up with your little ones.
Everyone has kisses for Baby, from Mami and
Papi to perro and gato. Using simple Spanish
words, this charming read-aloud proves that
love is the same in every language! Parents
won't be able to resist giving baby muchos
besos as they share this bilingual read
aloud, filled with bold, graphic
illustrations, with their little bébé!
Illustrations and brief text explore some of
the ways people express their love for one
another, including hugging, singing, and
kissing.
A Hug and a Kiss Is Every Baby's Bliss
The Perfect Hug
Snow Kisses
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Hugs & Kisses
Hug Machine

Count from one to ten as Mommy and baby count their
hugs throughout the day. From one nuzzle-wuzzle wakeup hug, to four "I'll always catch you!" sliding hugs, all the
way to ten "I love you!" good-night hugs, this book
captures some of the special moments mother and child
share. In the style of Karen Katz's COUNTING KISSES,
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this is a simple, fun, bright book that mommies will love to
read with their little ones.
First in the series, 'A Sunggle Up Book,' Grandma's
Kisses delights in the love and special connection
grandmothers share with their grandchildren through this
humorous and adorable text illustrated with bright, colorful
animals. Grandmothers and grandchildren will have fun
and sharing special moments together, and will feel closer
to each other as they read this relatable story and humor.
There are all kinds of kisses... Cheep kisses. Moo kisses.
Maaa kisses. Coo kisses... But the best kiss of all... Is
Mommy's kiss goodnight. Sweet dreams, little one!
Mommies and babies aren't the only ones who enjoy
sharing kisses. All throughout the farm, animal families
snuggle up with their little ones, offering them warmth and
love. Following a mama bird on her journey back to the
nest to give her own baby some special cuddles, Nancy
Tafuri uses beautiful, inviting illustration to share how
different creatures, from peeping ducks to mooing cows,
show their love and affection in very similar ways. A
heartfelt homage to all of the wonderful kinds of kisses
The perfect baby present and self-purchase for just the
right moment in a baby and parent's life. Introducing
Beginning Baby, a new line of novelty board books and
gifts from the Chronicle Children's group. Based on over
30 years of distinctive, innovative, bestselling, and awardwinning children's publishing, Beginning Baby is the
ultimate series for new parents and their children. We've
taken our experience as creative professionals, moms,
dads, aunts, uncles, siblings, and friends to create a line of
books and gifts that we would want to share with the little
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ones in our lives. Every Beginning Baby book, toy, or
game features simple icons to denote which
developmental milestones it supports, along with the
intended age range. With its distinctive yet accessible art,
lovable characters, and educational concepts, Beginning
Baby is designed to make growing and learning as easy
as playing and dreaming—and will become the must-have
gift or self-purchase for every baby's first library. Because
a strong beginning sets the groundwork for a bright start!
In 10 Hugs and Kisses, follow all of the adorable
characters as they count all the way up to ten by making
peace signs, sharing hugs, blowing kisses, and saying
goodnight. • DEVELOPMENTALLY APPROPRIATE:
Every book is conceived and written to address milestones
in a baby's life, from fine motor skills to shape recognition
and emotional awareness. • A CHARMING WAY TO
LEARN TO COUNT: Like Counting Kisses, this counting
book teaches very young children how to count to ten and
express their affection in many delightful ways. • CUTE
CHARACTERS: Evoking Richard Scarry's classic
characters but for much younger readers, these adorable
characters—from an artistic llama to a musical elephant
and gardener octopus—teach toddler concepts while
promoting socialization and community. • BEAUTIFULLY
DESIGNED FOR DISCERNING EYES: Bright, peppy
colors and patterns make this series of books attractive for
both babies and adults! • MORE TITLES COMING:
Beginning Baby will launch with 3 titles and publish 2–3
titles per season through 2022. Perfect for: • Parents of
babies and toddlers • Grandparents • Uncles and aunts •
Teachers and educators at daycare and early childhood
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centers • Anyone looking for the perfect baby shower gift
Bright Baby Touch & Feel Perfect Pets
Daddy Hugs
Counting Kisses
Hug You, Kiss You, Love You
Grandma Kisses

A young boy discovers many different kinds of hugs
and ways to show love as family members and
friends gather to welcome his immigrant relatives
from China.
This cozy and cuddly Classic Board Book celebrates
all the wonderful things about babies! Rosy cheeks.
Button nose. Little fingers. Tiny toes. Sweet kiss.
Warm hug. Yes, it must be baby love. Anyone who
has ever delighted in a baby’s bright smile or darling
toes will instantly connect to this adorable board
book that is perfect for reading aloud to little ones.
With just the right balance of sweetness and humor,
this is a soothing ode to all the wonderful bits and
pieces that make up a cuddly, snuggly baby.
Bright photographs teaches little ones first words
Rhyming text celebrates all the fun things that
children do with their grandfathers, including sharing
treats, going fishing, and reading books together.
Mommy Hugs
Bright Baby Touch and Feel Hugs and Kisses
Rissy No Kissies
The Biggest Kiss
A Little Book of Kisses
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A sweet tiger cub, padding softly on its paws across the
ground. A little lion getting its head nuzzled by mama
as they soak in the sun. Two young
kangaroos—joeys—at play. An infant chimpanzee,
clinging lovingly to its mother’s back. Nothing’s more
irresistible than an animal baby, and with these
magnificent photos, kids can meet the cutest ones of
all, and their families, too. From two fox kits climbing
on logs, to an adorable baby bunny, to a trio of polar
bears huddling close to stay warm, to penguins, polar
bears, eaglets, and foals, these precious creatures will
fascinate human "cubs"—and entice them to look at
the pictures over and over again.
Everyone loves hugs, and there are all sorts in this
book... There are hugs for wrigglers and hugs for
gigglers, hugs that are tickly and hugs that are prickly.
But will you find the perfect hug? Of course! Because
as this book shows, there's a perfect hug right under
your nose!
A lovebird who doesn't like kisses?! Rissy's friends and
family wonder if she's sick, confused, or rude. But
kisses make Rissy uncomfortable. Can one little
lovebird show everyone that there's no one right way
to show you care? Rissy No Kissies carries the message
that "your body and your heart are yours, and you
choose how to share." A note at the end provides
further information for kids, parents, and educators
about body autonomy, consent, and different ways to
show affection. "This is an artistic gem for consent
discussions, sensory-processing contexts, and anyone
who champions children's agency and bodily
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autonomy. Radiant."—starred, Kirkus Reviews
From one bear hug to twelve pretty red roses, 1-2-3,
You Love Me will foster lots of hugs, kisses, and
affection between parent and child while teaching
young ones to count from one to twelve. With charming
love-filled illustrations, sturdy pages, and clever
rhyming text, this is the perfect gift for baby for
Valentine's Day or any time of year. Sipping on yummy
shakes, cuddling puppies, counting the colors in a
rainbow, and making music with friends are all ways
that children can express their love for their friends and
family with Jill Howarth's delightful board book.
Out of My Mind
One Hug
Please Don't Give Me a Hug!
Bright Brown Baby
Chronicle Baby: Smile Baby!
Introduces first words Encourages use of fine motor skills
Supports vision development Bright colors, first words, and
sturdy lift-a-flaps will make this book a big hit with your
little one! Bold illustrations feature babies interacting with
their world, with a focus on friends, family, and pets.
From the New York Times bestselling author of I Love You
More comes a new book about the love between a parent and
child- I Love You More is a New York Times bestseller that
has sold more than 300,000 copies- I'll Hug You More
employs the same dual-narrative approach as I Love You
More, with a fresh spin on the bond between parent and child
Rise and shine. It's time to start our day with an 'I love you'
and a big hug to get you on your way...Hugs can say many
different things, like 'hello,' 'thank you,' and 'I'm sorry.' But
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underneath it all, every hug says 'I love you.' Explore the
depths of the special bond between parent and child through
the universal gesture of a hug in Laura Duksta's newest
picture book about love.
A rhythmic, whimsically illustrated celebration of Black and
brown babies and the joy, tender moments, and boundless love
shared between children and their caregivers, from New York
Times bestselling and award-winning duo Andrea Davis
Pinkney and Brian Pinkney. Brown baby, born bright. Greet
the world. Spread your light. Sparkling eyes blink hello.
Bright brown baby, you will GO! Cuddle up with your little
one, read aloud, and REPEAT: This gorgeous picture book
treasury is sure to become your favorite storytime anthem.
Dive into these five beautiful poems that celebrate the tender,
cozy, early days between parent and child, and the exuberant
joy of watching a brand-new life take shape. Warm,
winsome, and welcoming illustrations from Caldecott Honor
and Coretta Scott King Award-winning illustrator Brian
Pinkney exude joy and love on every page. Bouncing,
rhythmic text from New York Times bestselling author
Andrea Davis Pinkney rolls off the tongue and begs to be
read aloud, in these poems that include "Count to Love,"
"Hey, Baby Girl!," and "Baby Boy, You are a Star." A
celebration of Black and brown joy, babies, and families, this
beautiful picture book treasury is the perfect gift item,
bookshelf staple, and long-lasting classic in the making. Just
right for new and expectant parents, baby showers, birthdays,
graduations, and more, this book is sure to be treasured for
years to come. And if you're looking for a board book edition
for baby? Each poem will also be released as a separate board
book edition, with Count to Love out now!
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An expansion of the popular board book Grandma Kisses that
has sold over 300,000 copies, this picture book is ideal for
grandmas who live nearby or far away, as well as for any
child who loves the memories and the anticipation of time
with Grandma. Grandmas and their grandchildren will love
the rhyming stanzas and gentle illustrations of all the special
activities grandmas and their little ones can do together, from
baking cookies to reading Bible stories together to snuggling
before bed. Grandma Kisses and Hugs is: Great for ages 4-8
A beautiful picture book with colorful illustrations and
meaningful references to faith Perfect as a gift from a
grandma to a child or child to a grandma A lovely way for a
grandma to build bonds with grandchildren and to remind
them of her love Grandmas and their grandkids will giggle,
snuggle, and enjoy how much they love each other as they
journey through a fun day of activities all the way to bedtime
prayers in Grandma Kisses and Hugs.
Beginning Baby
I'll Hug You More
Grandpa Hugs
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